TyeDee Bin
Parke-Single & Parke-Double
The TyeDee Bin Parke model waste receptacles have been tested
to be animal resistant. In addition to their effectiveness in keeping
wildlife out, the Parke models have been designed to be easy to use
for the public and especially the waste collector. With its all steel
construction, the TyeDee Bin Parkes have the following features:

1. Top access lid with “BearGard Twist&Lift” to allow easy public access to
deposit waste items, while preventing wildlife from accessing waste. The lid
covers a 10” diameter, flanged hole that limits waste to “smaller” items and
prevents household garbage from being placed in the receptacle. The lid and
flanged hole also prevents rain and other elements from getting into the waste.
2. Front door access for removal of waste. The front door has an easy use drop
bar that secures the door closed by dropping into the bin’s base and hooking
on a solid 3/4” pin on the top door frame. The hinges for the door are cast
aluminum with 1/4” stainless steel pins. The door also has a lock tab to padlock
the doors if required.
3. The Parke bins are designed to be used with an inside container*. This design
allows for easier and neater exchange of bags, by simply pulling the container
outside of the receptacle to remove the full bag and put a new bag in the
container.
4. The Parke needs to be mounted to a solid base, usually a concrete pad or slab.
This keeps the unit secure when wildlife try to access garbage. It also makes the
bins safer for public use as well as limiting vandalism.
5. TyeDee Bin containers are powder-coat painted for great looks and durability.
The bins have 3 standard colour schemes: Two tone green/black, taupe/black,
or all black. Other colours are available, but prices may vary depending on the
colours required.
6. The Parke’s cabinet design allows for easy addition of graphic images that can
generate advertising revenue, or can communicate other relevant community
(BIA) messages while decorating the bins to match city colour schemes.
* The Parke models do not include the inner container with the quoted price,
although we can supply these if needed. The Parke models can use most
standard sized “Rubbermaid” style containers available at most hardware
stores. The Parke-Double is also large enough to use two 55 Gallon plastic
drums with the tops cut off (these drums are often readily available for re-use
from many places).
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